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reenness is the universal measure of the

health, quality and productivity of crop

plants. At IGER we have been exploiting

basic understanding of how and why leaves turn

yellow to generate novel stay-green varieties.

What is stay-green?

Plants lose green leaf through a process of

senescence in which many components of plants,

including the green pigment chlorophyll, are broken

down. Plants that display a tendency to retain green

leaf are often described as �stay-green� (Figure 2.1).

Stay-green results when the plant's normal process of

senescence is disrupted. There are a number of

possible ways in which such a disruption may arise:

for example the signals that would ordinarily induce

senescence may be inhibited, or the enzymes

responsible for senescence may be dysfunctional.

Whatever the mechanism, the wide range of different

types of stay-green that result have found an

increasing number of important uses in agriculture.

Stay-green varieties have proved to be high yielding

and provide benefits in harsh environments such as

drought. The highest recorded yield per hectare in

maize was achieved using a stay-green variety. Stay-

green varieties of sorghum out-perform conventional

varieties under drought conditions.

As the use of stay-green varieties becomes more

widespread the need for novel sources of stay-green

in agricultural populations becomes increasingly

important. Diversity from which to breed the stay-

green trait is often reduced in intensively bred

populations. One source of diversity, breeding with
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Figure 2.1 Independent field trial of turfgrass seed mixtures containing stay-green perennial ryegrass (sg = mixture with �stay-green�, 
c = equivalent mixtures without �stay-green�). Photographed in January 2000 by the Sports Turf Research Institute



ancient or wild-relative germplasm, often produces

unwanted effects such as the re-introduction of

toxins and the loss of beneficial characteristics seen

in modern varieties. We describe here some new

approaches towards generating stay-green varieties

for a range of species and applications.

The well-bred stay-green

IGER's work on stay-green began with the

identification of a naturally occurring mutant of

Festuca pratensis (meadow fescue), which lacks a

critical step in the breakdown of chlorophyll. This

means that when the leaves senesce, protein and

other components are broken down but the green

colour is retained. Because the mutant plants lose the

ability to photosynthesise when they senesce, this is

classified as a �cosmetic� rather than a �functional�

stay-green. Using conventional back-crossing

techniques, the mutant gene responsible has been

transferred from fescue into perennial ryegrass.

�AberNile�, the first ever stay-green perennial

ryegrass variety, was National Listed by MAFF in

2000 and will become available to professional turf

producers in 2002, through British Seed Houses Ltd.

This new variety will offer unparalleled

opportunities to keep lawns and other amenity

grassland looking good even under drought and

other stress conditions (when, with a normal variety,

senescence would outstrip new leaf growth).

Stay-green varieties could prove valuable in crops

such as leafy vegetables where the retention of

greenness adds value to the crop. Computer analysis

of leaf colour has been used to distinguish green and

yellowing leaves in maize and other crops (see

Figure 2.2). Conventional breeding has been

combined with computer analysis of plant

pigmentation to select for novel stay-green plants.

Small leaf discs were taken from plant populations

and kept in the dark to induce senescence. The loss
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Figure 2.2 Comparing a standard colour chart with scanned images of maize leaves at various stages of senescence, computer image analysis
software was used to assign numerical values to the red, green and blue colour components. Numerical values allow precise and quantitative
determination of the level of stay-green to be performed in high throughput screens.



of chlorophyll was monitored over time by analysing

digital images of leaf discs allowing identification of

lines with particularly intense and/or stable

greenness.

It's a knockout

The nature and detailed function of the variant

gene(s) that give rise to the stay-green trait in

conventional breeding programmes are not yet

known. An alternative way of altering the yellowing

process in leaves is to identify particular genes that

are active at that time and to exploit the tools of

molecular genetics and genetic engineering to

change the expression of these genes. One such tool

is transposon mutagenesis, a naturally occurring

phenomenon in maize. Transposons are mobile

blocks of DNA that can multiply or move and insert

themselves throughout the maize genome. We have

used a specific maize transposon called Mutator

(Mu) which preferentially inserts itself into genes

and, in so doing, inactivates them. A gene disrupted

in this way is often called a �knockout�. Transposon

insertions occur throughout the genome but to

identify knockouts in senescence-associated genes of

interest we have used a technique called the

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to amplify DNA

fragments between the known senescence gene

sequence and the known Mu sequence. Whenever

we observe an amplified DNA fragment we know

that we have identified an insertion in a senescence-

associated gene (see Figure 2.3). So far we have

isolated Mu insertions in five different genes and a

good indicator for the future is that one of these Mu

knockouts appears to have created a stay-green

phenotype.

Hormone replacement therapy

The above approaches target the individual

components of the machinery that fires up when

leaves become senescent. An alternative way of

producing stay-greens relies on understanding the

mechanisms by which the entire senescence

mechanism is regulated. If we could interfere with

the timing of senescence, delaying it would result in

a stay-green variety. One of the signals that regulates

senescence is cytokinin, a plant hormone. If levels of
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Figure 2.3 The senescence gene SEE has been inactivated by the insertion of the mutator transposon (Mu). Only when primer binding sites
p1 and p2 are close together, for example when Mu is in SEE, will a PCR product be detected.
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cytokinin decrease, senescence begins; however, if

cytokinin levels are maintained (a process analogous

to hormone replacement therapy in humans)

senescence is delayed and leaves remain green for

longer.

We have produced transgenic maize plants in which

the normal decrease in cytokinin that occurs during

natural senescence is delayed or reduced.  We did

this by inserting a gene responsible for the

production of a precursor compound required for

cytokinin synthesis. Not only that, but the gene was

engineered to be expressed only in tissues that were

about to senesce. The result was that cytokinin was

produced and the tissue that was about to senesce

remained green for longer. Figure 2.4 shows an

example of the dramatic retention of green leaf from

a stay-green maize plant compared with the

equivalent leaf from a normal plant. The stay-green

maize types we have produced range from mild

forms (where chlorophyll is retained for one or two

weeks longer than in normal plants) to extreme

forms (where leaves never lose chlorophyll). This

will allow us to select the degree of stay-green

suitable for particular purposes.

Putting stay-green in the shade

The levels of cytokinin reflect a combination of

signals that affect the onset of senescence. The

signals indicate both the metabolic state of the plant

and its external environment. One important factor

in the environment is light quality, which is sensed

by a group of photoreceptors called phytochromes. If

plant leaves are shaded, senescence is induced and

the leaf dies. Leaves in full sunlight are therefore

favoured. Like many evolutionarily significant

responses this may not be agriculturally beneficial.

Ways to moderate light responses are well known but

we are just beginning to explore their potential in

order to manipulate senescence and produce a new

type of stay-green that is no longer effected by the

light environment.

The future's bright, the future's ... green

The amount of chlorophyll in a leaf is dependent on

the action of a large number of genes whose

activities are often affected by a wide range of

environmental signals. This means that there are

numerous ways in which the stay-green phenomenon

may arise. As a consequence, by examining a broad

range of approaches to generating stay-green we are

able to produce a number of different types of stay-

green and to target the most appropriate type to each

of the many potential uses throughout agriculture.

Contact: paul.robson@bbsrc.ac.uk
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Fig 2.4 Hormone therapy � resulting in the dramatic retention of
green leaf. The 8th leaf from a stay-green maize plant is compared
with the equivalent leaf from a control plant. These stay-green
leaves not only remain green but also remain photosynthetically
active.


